South Central Electric Residential Load Control

Radio Receiver Control Functions

How do you know if you are being controlled?

**RED Light:** Red light controls water heaters. If the red light is on the elements on the water heater have been turned off.

**YELLOW Light:** If Yellow light is on the device is being controlled.
- **Winter:** Controls stored heat, dual fuel & heat pumps.
- **Summer:** Controls A/C and heat pumps. Compressor is cycled on/off every 15 minutes.

**GREEN Light:** Radio receiver is active and receiving a signal. This can be on or off at any time. It should be on most of the time. It means the receiver has power and is receiving signals. The green light does not control anything.

South Central Electric only uses the red and yellow lights on the top row for load control. Other lights may come on if controlled by our power supplier, but they are not connected to any device in your home. If you have questions please call our office at 507-375-3164.